
Wicked Games (Truth or Dare part II) (1994) (DVD Review)

Director:  Tim Ritter

Where to get it: MVD

We DARE you to be a witness to the TRUE insanity of a Coppermasked Madman who systematically 

slaughters the sexually promiscuous and socially deviant individuals of a small Florida town. This is the 

exciting, twisted tale of hallucinatory eroticism and outrageous gore that is the official sequel to TRUTH OR 

DARE?—A CRITICAL MADNESS

The long awaited sequel to the 80s low budget cult classic, Truth or Dare: A Critical Madness, came to us in 

1994 and was shot on video and meant for home video. Naturally the film references the original time and 

time again and does follow most of the same format as it this time gives us Mike’s (from the original) cousin 

being suspect in question. As bad as the film might look on this DVD, I do give it credit for at least 

maintaining interest as the film proceeds. And there to keep us interested is a wide range of cheap gore and 

boobs on the screen. It all is pretty sleazy working, but it works for what it is. 

Now the movie proceeds to make us believe the killer is one person for most the film to spite the killer clearly 

not looking like this person. And then we have to question our own sanity as the look of the killer seems to 

change from time to time during the film. It all makes you scratch your head here and there, but it all makes 

sense with a bit of a twist at the end. Then the film gives us another twist and that last one is a bit much. 

Overall the film is harmless for what it is, a low budget shot on video sequel. It is entertaining but nothing 

too special.

(5/10)

Features

(No real special features to speak of, but there is a behind the scenes video after the credits.)
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